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Quantum physics fromQuantum physics from
coarse grained classical probabilitiescoarse grained classical probabilities



what is an atom ?what is an atom ?

quantum mechanics : isolated objectquantum mechanics : isolated object
quantum field theory : excitation of complicated quantum field theory : excitation of complicated 
vacuumvacuum
classical statistics : subclassical statistics : sub--system of ensemble with system of ensemble with 
infinitely many degrees of freedominfinitely many degrees of freedom



quantum mechanics can be described quantum mechanics can be described 
by classical statistics !by classical statistics !



quantum mechanics from quantum mechanics from 
classical statisticsclassical statistics

probability amplitudeprobability amplitude
entanglemententanglement
interferenceinterference
superposition of statessuperposition of states
fermions and bosonsfermions and bosons
unitary time evolutionunitary time evolution
transition amplitudetransition amplitude
nonnon--commuting operatorscommuting operators
violation of Bellviolation of Bell’’s inequalitiess inequalities



essence of quantum mechanicsessence of quantum mechanics

description of appropriate subsystems of description of appropriate subsystems of 
classical statistical ensemblesclassical statistical ensembles

1)  equivalence classes of probabilistic observables1)  equivalence classes of probabilistic observables
2)  incomplete statistics2)  incomplete statistics
3)  correlations between measurements based on 3)  correlations between measurements based on 

conditional probabilitiesconditional probabilities
4)  unitary time evolution for isolated subsystems4)  unitary time evolution for isolated subsystems



statistical picture of the worldstatistical picture of the world

basic theory is not deterministicbasic theory is not deterministic
basic theory makes only statements about basic theory makes only statements about 
probabilities for sequences of events and probabilities for sequences of events and 
establishes correlationsestablishes correlations
probabilismprobabilism is fundamental , not determinism !is fundamental , not determinism !

quantum mechanics from classical statistics :quantum mechanics from classical statistics :
not a deterministic hidden variable theorynot a deterministic hidden variable theory



Probabilistic realismProbabilistic realism

Physical theories and lawsPhysical theories and laws
only describe  probabilitiesonly describe  probabilities



Physics only describes probabilitiesPhysics only describes probabilities

GottGott wwüürfeltrfelt



Physics only describes probabilitiesPhysics only describes probabilities

GottGott wwüürfeltrfelt GottGott wwüürfeltrfelt nichtnicht



Physics only describes probabilitiesPhysics only describes probabilities

GottGott wwüürfeltrfelt GottGott wwüürfeltrfelt nichtnicht

humans can only deal with probabilitieshumans can only deal with probabilities



probabilistic Physicsprobabilistic Physics

There is oThere is onene realityreality
This can be described only by probabilitiesThis can be described only by probabilities

one droplet of  water one droplet of  water ……
10102020 particlesparticles
electromagnetic fieldelectromagnetic field
exponential increase of distance between two exponential increase of distance between two 
neighboring trajectoriesneighboring trajectories



probabilistic realismprobabilistic realism

The basis of Physics are probabilities The basis of Physics are probabilities 
for predictions of real eventsfor predictions of real events



laws are based on probabilitieslaws are based on probabilities

determinism as special case :determinism as special case :

probability for event = 1 or 0probability for event = 1 or 0

law of big numberslaw of big numbers

unique ground state unique ground state ……



conditional probabilityconditional probability

sequences of events( measurements ) sequences of events( measurements ) 
are described by are described by 
conditionalconditional probabilitiesprobabilities

both in classical statisticsboth in classical statistics
and in quantum statisticsand in quantum statistics



::w(tw(t11))

not very suitable not very suitable 
for statement , if here and nowfor statement , if here and now
a pointer falls downa pointer falls down



SchrSchröödingerdinger’’s cats cat

conditional probability :conditional probability :
if nucleus decaysif nucleus decays
then cat dead with then cat dead with wwcc = 1 = 1 
(reduction of wave function)(reduction of wave function)



one one -- particle wave functionparticle wave function
from coarse graining from coarse graining 

of microphysical of microphysical 
classical statistical ensembleclassical statistical ensemble

non non –– commutativitycommutativity in classical statisticsin classical statistics



microphysical ensemblemicrophysical ensemble

states states ττ
labeled by sequences of occupation labeled by sequences of occupation 
numbers or bits nnumbers or bits ns s = 0 or 1= 0 or 1
ττ = [ n= [ nss ] = [0,0,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,] = [0,0,1,0,1,1,0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,……] ] 
etc.etc.
probabilities pprobabilities pττ > 0> 0



function observablefunction observable



function observablefunction observable

normalized difference between occupied and empty bits in intervanormalized difference between occupied and empty bits in intervall

ss

I(xI(x11)) I(xI(x44))I(xI(x22)) I(xI(x33))



generalized function observablegeneralized function observable

normalizationnormalization

classicalclassical
expectationexpectation
valuevalue

several species several species αα



positionposition

classical observable : classical observable : 
fixed value for every state fixed value for every state ττ



momentummomentum

derivative observablederivative observable

classical observable : classical observable : 
fixed value for every state fixed value for every state ττ



complex structurecomplex structure



classical product of position and classical product of position and 
momentum observablesmomentum observables

commutes !commutes !



different products of observablesdifferent products of observables

differs from classical productdiffers from classical product



Which product describes correlations of Which product describes correlations of 
measurements ?measurements ?



coarse graining of informationcoarse graining of information
for subsystemsfor subsystems



density matrix from coarse grainingdensity matrix from coarse graining

•• position and momentum observables use only position and momentum observables use only 
small part of the information contained in small part of the information contained in ppττ ,,

•• relevant part can be described by density matrixrelevant part can be described by density matrix

•• subsystem described only by information subsystem described only by information 
which is contained in density matrix which is contained in density matrix 

•• coarse graining of informationcoarse graining of information



quantum density matrixquantum density matrix

density matrix has the properties ofdensity matrix has the properties of
a quantum density matrixa quantum density matrix



quantum operatorsquantum operators



quantum product of observablesquantum product of observables

the productthe product

is compatible with the coarse grainingis compatible with the coarse graining

and can be represented by operator productand can be represented by operator product



incomplete statisticsincomplete statistics

classical productclassical product

is not computable from information whichis not computable from information which

is available for subsystem !is available for subsystem !

cannot be used for measurements in the subsystem !cannot be used for measurements in the subsystem !



classical and quantum dispersionclassical and quantum dispersion



subsystem probabilitiessubsystem probabilities

in contrast :in contrast :



squared momentumsquared momentum

quantum product between classical observables :quantum product between classical observables :
maps to product of quantum operatorsmaps to product of quantum operators



non non –– commutativitycommutativity
in classical statisticsin classical statistics

commutatorcommutator depends on choice of product !depends on choice of product !



measurement correlationmeasurement correlation

correlation between measurements of correlation between measurements of positonpositon
and momentum is given by quantum productand momentum is given by quantum product
this correlation is compatible with information this correlation is compatible with information 
contained in subsystemcontained in subsystem



coarse grainingcoarse graining

from fundamental fermions from fundamental fermions 
at the Planck scaleat the Planck scale

to atoms at the Bohr scale

p([np([nss])])

to atoms at the Bohr scale ρρ(x , x(x , x´́))



quantumquantum particle from classical particle from classical 
probabilities in phase spaceprobabilities in phase space



quantum  particlequantum  particle
andand

classical particleclassical particle



quantum particle          classical particlequantum particle          classical particle

particlesparticles
sharp position and sharp position and 
momentummomentum
classical trajectoriesclassical trajectories

maximal energy limits maximal energy limits 
motionmotion
only through one slit

particleparticle--wave dualitywave duality
uncertaintyuncertainty

no trajectoriesno trajectories

tunnelingtunneling

interference for double interference for double 
slit

only through one slit
slit



double slit experimentdouble slit experiment



double slit experimentdouble slit experiment

probability probability ––
distributiondistribution

one isolated particle ! one isolated particle ! 
no interaction between atoms passing through slitsno interaction between atoms passing through slits



double slit experimentdouble slit experiment

Is there a classical probability distribution in phase space ,Is there a classical probability distribution in phase space ,
and a suitable time evolution , which can describe and a suitable time evolution , which can describe 
interference pattern ?interference pattern ?



quantum particle from quantum particle from 
classical probabilities in phase spaceclassical probabilities in phase space

probability distribution in phase space forprobability distribution in phase space for
oonene particleparticle

w(x,pw(x,p))
as for classical particle !as for classical particle !
observables different from classical observablesobservables different from classical observables

time evolution of probability distribution different from time evolution of probability distribution different from 
the one for classical particlethe one for classical particle



quantum mechanics can be described quantum mechanics can be described 
by classical statistics !by classical statistics !



quantum mechanics from quantum mechanics from 
classical statisticsclassical statistics

probability amplitudeprobability amplitude
entanglemententanglement
interferenceinterference
superposition of statessuperposition of states
fermions and bosonsfermions and bosons
unitary time evolutionunitary time evolution
transition amplitudetransition amplitude
nonnon--commuting operatorscommuting operators
violation of Bellviolation of Bell’’s inequalitiess inequalities



quantum physicsquantum physics

probabilityprobability

wave functionwave function

phasephase



CanCan quantumquantum physicsphysics bebe describeddescribed
byby classicalclassical probabilitiesprobabilities ??

““ No go No go ““ theoremstheorems

Bell , Bell , ClauserClauser , Horne , , Horne , ShimonyShimony , Holt, Holt

implicit assumption : use of classical correlation function for implicit assumption : use of classical correlation function for 
correlation between measurementscorrelation between measurements

KochenKochen , , SpeckerSpecker

assumption : unique map from quantum operators to classical assumption : unique map from quantum operators to classical 
observablesobservables



zwitterszwitters

no different concepts for classical and quantum no different concepts for classical and quantum 
particles particles 
continuous interpolation between quantum continuous interpolation between quantum 
particles and classical particles is possible particles and classical particles is possible 
( not only in classical limit )( not only in classical limit )



classical particle classical particle 
without  classical trajectorywithout  classical trajectory



quantum particle          classical particlequantum particle          classical particle

particle particle –– wave dualitywave duality

sharp position and sharp position and 
momentummomentum
classical trajectoriesclassical trajectories

maximal energy limits maximal energy limits 
motionmotion
only through one slitonly through one slit

particleparticle--wave dualitywave duality
uncertaintyuncertainty

no trajectoriesno trajectories

tunnelingtunneling

interference for double interference for double 
slitslit



no classical trajectoriesno classical trajectories

also for classical particles in  microphysics :also for classical particles in  microphysics :

trajectories with sharp position trajectories with sharp position 
and momentum for each moment and momentum for each moment 
in time are inadequate idealization !in time are inadequate idealization !

still possible formally as limiting casestill possible formally as limiting case



quantum particle    classical particlequantum particle    classical particle

classical probability classical probability 
in phase space   in phase space   w(x,pw(x,p))

LiouvilleLiouville -- equation for equation for w(x,pw(x,p))
( corresponds to Newton ( corresponds to Newton eqeq. . 

for trajectories )

quantum quantum -- probability probability --
amplitude amplitude ψψ(x)(x)

SchrSchröödinger dinger -- equationequation

for trajectories )



quantum formalism forquantum formalism for
classical particleclassical particle



probability distribution for probability distribution for 
oneone classical particleclassical particle

classical probability distributionclassical probability distribution
in phase spacein phase space



wave function for classical particlewave function for classical particle

classical probability classical probability 
distribution in phase spacedistribution in phase space

wave function for wave function for 
classical classical particleparticle CC

depends on depends on 
positionposition
and momentum ! and momentum ! 

CC



wave function for wave function for oneone
classicalclassical particleparticle

CC CC

realreal
depends on position and momentumdepends on position and momentum
square yields probabilitysquare yields probability

similarity to Hilbert space for classical mechanicssimilarity to Hilbert space for classical mechanics
by by KoopmanKoopman and von Neumann and von Neumann 
in our case : in our case : real real wave function permits computationwave function permits computation
of wave function from probability distributionof wave function from probability distribution
( up to some irrelevant signs )( up to some irrelevant signs )



quantum laws for observablesquantum laws for observables

CC CC
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time evolution of time evolution of 
classical wave functionclassical wave function



LiouvilleLiouville -- equationequation

describes describes classicalclassical time evolution of time evolution of 
classical probability distributionclassical probability distribution
for one particle in potential for one particle in potential V(xV(x))



time evolution of time evolution of 
classical wave functionclassical wave function

CC

CC CC



wave equationwave equation

CC CC

modified Schrmodified Schröödinger dinger -- equationequation



wave equationwave equation

CC CC

fundamenalfundamenal equation for classical particle in equation for classical particle in 
potential potential V(xV(x))
replaces Newtonreplaces Newton’’s equationss equations



particle particle -- wave dualitywave duality

wave properties of particles :wave properties of particles :

continuous probability distributioncontinuous probability distribution



particle particle –– wave dualitywave duality

experiment if particle at position x experiment if particle at position x –– yes or no :yes or no :
discrete discrete alternativealternative

probability distribution probability distribution 
for findingfor finding
particle at position x :particle at position x :
continuous

11

11

00

continuous



particle particle –– wave dualitywave duality

All statistical properties of All statistical properties of classicalclassical particlesparticles

can be described in quantum formalism !can be described in quantum formalism !

no  quantum particles yet !no  quantum particles yet !



modification of modification of LiouvilleLiouville equationequation



evolution equationevolution equation

time evolution of probability has to be specified time evolution of probability has to be specified 
as fundamental lawas fundamental law
not known  a priori not known  a priori 
NewtonNewton’’s equations with trajectories should s equations with trajectories should 
follow only in follow only in limiting caselimiting case



zwitterszwitters

same formalism for quantum and classical particlessame formalism for quantum and classical particles
different time evolution of probability distributiondifferent time evolution of probability distribution

zwitterszwitters : : 

between quantum and classical particle between quantum and classical particle ––
continuous interpolation of time evolution continuous interpolation of time evolution 
equationequation



quantum time evolutionquantum time evolution



modification of evolution formodification of evolution for
classical probability distributionclassical probability distribution

CC CC

HHWW

HHWW



quantum particlequantum particle

evolution equationevolution equation

fundamental equation for quantum particle in fundamental equation for quantum particle in 
potential Vpotential V

replaces Newtonreplaces Newton’’s equationss equations

CCCC CC



modified observablesmodified observables



Which observables should be chosen ?Which observables should be chosen ?

momentum: p or               ?momentum: p or               ?

position :      x or               ?position :      x or               ?

Different possibilities , should be adapted to Different possibilities , should be adapted to 
specific setting of measurementsspecific setting of measurements



position position -- observableobservable

different observables according to experimental different observables according to experimental 
situationsituation
suitable observable for suitable observable for microphysismicrophysis has to be has to be 
foundfound
classical position observable : idealization of classical position observable : idealization of 
infinitely precise resolutioninfinitely precise resolution
quantum quantum –– observable : remains computable observable : remains computable 
with coarse grained informationwith coarse grained information

1515



quantum quantum -- observablesobservables

observables for classical observables for classical 
position and momentumposition and momentum

observables for quantum observables for quantum --
position and momentumposition and momentum

…… do not commute ! do not commute ! 



uncertaintyuncertainty

HeisenbergHeisenberg’’ss
uncertainty relationuncertainty relation

quantum quantum –– observables containobservables contain
statistical partstatistical part

( similar to entropy , temperature )( similar to entropy , temperature )



Use quantum observables Use quantum observables 
for description of measurements of for description of measurements of 

position and momentum of particles !position and momentum of particles !



quantum particlequantum particle

with evolution equationwith evolution equation

all expectation values and correlations forall expectation values and correlations for
quantum quantum –– observables , as computed fromobservables , as computed from
classical probability distribution ,classical probability distribution ,
coincide for all times precisely with predictions coincide for all times precisely with predictions 
of quantum mechanics for particle in potential V

CCCC CC

of quantum mechanics for particle in potential V



quantum paquantum particle from rticle from 
classical probabilities in phase space !classical probabilities in phase space !

classical probabilities classical probabilities ––
not a deterministic classical theorynot a deterministic classical theory



quantum formalismquantum formalism
from classical probabilitiesfrom classical probabilities



pure statepure state

described by quantum wave functiondescribed by quantum wave function

realized by classicalrealized by classical
probabilities in theprobabilities in the
formform

time evolution described bytime evolution described by
SchrSchröödinger dinger –– equationequation



density matrix anddensity matrix and
WignerWigner--transformtransform

Wigner Wigner –– transformed densitytransformed density
matrix in quantum mechanicsmatrix in quantum mechanics

permits simple computationpermits simple computation
of expectation values ofof expectation values of
quantum mechanicalquantum mechanical
observablesobservables

can be constructed from classical wave function !can be constructed from classical wave function !

CC CC



quantum observables andquantum observables and
classical observablesclassical observables



zwitterzwitter

difference between quantum and classical particles difference between quantum and classical particles 
only through different time evolutiononly through different time evolution

CLCL

continuous continuous 
interpolationinterpolation

QMQMHHWW



zwitterzwitter -- HamiltonianHamiltonian

γγ=0     :    quantum =0     :    quantum –– particleparticle
γγ==ππ/2 :    classical particle/2 :    classical particle

other interpolating Hamiltonians possible !other interpolating Hamiltonians possible !



HowHow good is quantum mechanics ?good is quantum mechanics ?

small parameter small parameter γγ can be tested experimentallycan be tested experimentally

zwitterzwitter : no conserved microscopic energy: no conserved microscopic energy
static state :                          orstatic state :                          or

CC



ground state for ground state for zwitterzwitter

static state with loweststatic state with lowest

eigenstateeigenstate for quantum energyfor quantum energy
zwitterzwitter ––ground state has admixture of excited ground state has admixture of excited 
levels of quantum energy

quantum quantum -- energyenergy

levels of quantum energy



energy uncertainty ofenergy uncertainty of
zwitterzwitter ground stateground state

also small shift of energyalso small shift of energy



experiments for determination orexperiments for determination or
limits on limits on zwitterzwitter –– parameter parameter γγ ??

∆∆EE≠≠00

almost degenerate almost degenerate 
energy levelsenergy levels……??

lifetime of nuclear spin states > 60 hlifetime of nuclear spin states > 60 h
γγ < 10< 10--14  14  ( ( HeilHeil et al.) et al.) 



experiments for determination orexperiments for determination or
limits on limits on zwitterzwitter –– parameter parameter γγ ??

lifetime of nuclear spin states > 60 h ( lifetime of nuclear spin states > 60 h ( HeilHeil et al.) : et al.) : γγ < 10< 10--1414



sharpened observables sharpened observables ––
between quantum and classicalbetween quantum and classical

ßß=0 : quantum observables, =0 : quantum observables, ßß=1 :classical observables=1 :classical observables



weakening of uncertainty relationweakening of uncertainty relation

ex
pe

rim
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quantum particles and quantum particles and 
classical statisticsclassical statistics

common concepts and formalism for quantum and common concepts and formalism for quantum and 
classical particles :classical particles :
classical probability distribution and wave functionclassical probability distribution and wave function
different time evolution , different Hamiltoniandifferent time evolution , different Hamiltonian
quantum particle from quantum particle from ““ coarse grained coarse grained ““ classical classical 
probabilities ( only information contained in Wigner probabilities ( only information contained in Wigner 
function is needed )function is needed )
continuous interpolation between quantum and continuous interpolation between quantum and 
classical particle : classical particle : zwitterzwitter



conclusionconclusion

quantum statistics emerges from classical statisticsquantum statistics emerges from classical statistics
quantum state, superposition, interference,   quantum state, superposition, interference,   
entanglement, probability amplitudeentanglement, probability amplitude
unitary time evolution of quantum mechanics can unitary time evolution of quantum mechanics can 
be described by suitable time evolution of be described by suitable time evolution of 
classical probabilitiesclassical probabilities
conditional correlations for measurements both conditional correlations for measurements both 
in quantum and classical statisticsin quantum and classical statistics



experimental challengeexperimental challenge

quantitative tests , how accurate the predictions of quantitative tests , how accurate the predictions of 
quantum mechanics are obeyedquantum mechanics are obeyed
zwitterzwitter
sharpened observables sharpened observables 
small parameter : small parameter : 
““ almost quantum mechanics almost quantum mechanics ““



endend



QuantenmechanikQuantenmechanik ausaus klassischenklassischen
WahrscheinlichkeitenWahrscheinlichkeiten

klassischeklassische WahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungWahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung kannkann explizitexplizit
angegebenangegeben werdenwerden ffüürr ::

quantenmechanischesquantenmechanisches ZweiZwei--ZustandsZustands--SystemSystem
QuantencomputerQuantencomputer : : HadamardHadamard gategate
VierVier--ZustandsZustands--SystemSystem ( CNOT gate )( CNOT gate )
verschrverschräänktenkte QuantenzustQuantenzustäändende
InterferenzInterferenz



BellBell’’schesche UngleichungenUngleichungen

werdenwerden verletztverletzt durchdurch bedingtebedingte KorrelationenKorrelationen

BedingteBedingte KorrelationenKorrelationen ffüürr zweizwei EreignisseEreignisse
oderoder MessungenMessungen reflektierenreflektieren bedingtebedingte WahrscheinlichkeitenWahrscheinlichkeiten

UnterschiedUnterschied zuzu klassischenklassischen KorrelationenKorrelationen
( ( KlassischeKlassische KorrelationenKorrelationen werdenwerden implizitimplizit zurzur HerleitungHerleitung derder
BellBell’’schenschen UngleichungenUngleichungen verwandtverwandt. ). )

BedingteBedingte DreipunktDreipunkt-- KorrelationKorrelation nichtnicht kommutativkommutativ



RealitRealitäätt

KorrelationenKorrelationen sindsind physikalischephysikalische RealitRealitäätt , , nichtnicht nurnur
ErwartungswerteErwartungswerte oderoder MesswerteMesswerte einzelnereinzelner ObservablenObservablen

KorrelationenKorrelationen kköönnennnen nichtnicht--lokallokal
seinsein ( ( auchauch in in klassischerklassischer StatistikStatistik ) ; ) ; 
kausalekausale ProzesseProzesse zurzur HerstellungHerstellung
nichtnicht--lokalerlokaler KorrelationenKorrelationen
erforderlicherforderlich

KorrelierteKorrelierte UntersystemeUntersysteme sindsind nichtnicht separabelseparabel in in unabhunabhäängigengige
TeilsystemeTeilsysteme –– GanzesGanzes mehrmehr alsals SummeSumme derder TeileTeile



EPR EPR -- ParadoxonParadoxon

KorrelationKorrelation zwischenzwischen zweizwei Spins Spins wirdwird beibei
TeilchenzerfallTeilchenzerfall hergestellthergestellt

KeinKein WiderspruchWiderspruch zuzu KausalitKausalitäätt oderoder
RealismusRealismus wennwenn KorrelationenKorrelationen alsals TeilTeil derder
RealitRealitäätt verstandenverstanden werdenwerden

hat mal hat mal nichtnicht RechtRecht ))((



UntersystemUntersystem und und UmgebungUmgebung::
unvollstunvollstäändigendige StatistikStatistik

typischetypische QuantensystemeQuantensysteme sindsind UntersystemeUntersysteme
von von klassischenklassischen Ensembles Ensembles mitmit unendlichunendlich vielenvielen
FreiheitsgradenFreiheitsgraden ( ( UmgebungUmgebung ))

probabilistischeprobabilistische ObservablenObservablen ffüürr UntersystemeUntersysteme ::
WahrscheinlichkeitsverteilungWahrscheinlichkeitsverteilung ffüürr MesswerteMesswerte
in in QuantenzustandQuantenzustand



conditional correlationsconditional correlations

example :example :
two two -- level observables , level observables , 
A , B can take values A , B can take values ±± 11



conditional probabilityconditional probability

probability to find value +1 for   productprobability to find value +1 for   product
of measurements of A and Bof measurements of A and B

…… can be expressed in can be expressed in 
terms of expectation valueterms of expectation value
of A in of A in eigenstateeigenstate of Bof B

probability to find A=1 probability to find A=1 
after measurement of B=1after measurement of B=1



measurement correlationmeasurement correlation

After measurement A=+1 the system After measurement A=+1 the system 
must be in must be in eigenstateeigenstate with this with this eigenvalueeigenvalue..
Otherwise repetition of measurement couldOtherwise repetition of measurement could
give a different result !give a different result !



measurement changes statemeasurement changes state
in all statistical systems !in all statistical systems !

quantum and classicalquantum and classical

eliminates possibilities that are not realizedeliminates possibilities that are not realized



physics makes statements physics makes statements 
about possibleabout possible

sequences of events sequences of events 
and their probabilitiesand their probabilities



unique unique eigenstateseigenstates for M=2for M=2

M = 2 :M = 2 :



eigenstateseigenstates with A = 1with A = 1

measurement preserves pure states if projectionmeasurement preserves pure states if projection



measurement correlation equals measurement correlation equals 
quantum correlationquantum correlation

probability to probability to measure measure A=1 and B=1 :A=1 and B=1 :



sequence of three measurements sequence of three measurements 
and quantum and quantum commutatorcommutator

two measurements commute , not threetwo measurements commute , not three
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